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Over R, we can also work on the category of manifolds with
corners (point of view of Takens, Roussarie, Melrose . . . aka rescaling)

Locally modelled as open sets in Rn�R>0
m

weighted projective space P(1; 2)

y/x2= const

S1�R>0

y= r2y�
x= r x�

Z/(2)− symmetrySpherical blowing-up (creates a boundary)

its extension to S1�R
defines a 2: 1 covering over
the projective blow-up
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(wt(@xi)=−wt(xi) - Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration of the Weyl algebra)
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In the irregular case, we can employ the tangential Newton polygon
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In the regular case, we just get a quadrant . . .
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Remark: If we make the coordinate change

y! y+x

Then we obviously get

02New(@)

i.e. the unstability is not apparent in these new coordinates
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�f, for some germ of function f 2O and

p2Unst(�)() f 2m

(indeed, f 2m()02/ New(�) for any choice of local coordinates)

This equivalence immediately implies that Unst(�) is a closed ana-
lytic subset (support of an ideal sheaf).
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Order 1: The germ of � is locally given by

�= @+ �f

for some germ of vector field @ and some germ of function f . Here,

p2Unst(�)() f 2m; @(m)�m and L@ is nilpotent

where L@ 2Endℂ(m/m
2) is the linearization of @.

This characterization implies again thatUnst(�) is closed, because
to say that L@ nilpotent is equivalent to say that all coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial of the jacobian matrix of @ vanish.

These coefficients generate precisely the ring of invariants of L@
under the action of local changes of coordinates.
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Let Aut(O) be the group of local automorphisms of O (coord.
changes). A one-parameter subgroup of Aut(O) is given by
a morphism �:C?!Aut(O).

Its lie algebra l=Lie(�) 2Der(O) is a diagonalizable. i.e. There
exists diagonalizing coordinates x1; : : : ; xn, such that l is the C-
span of a vector field

!=!1x1
@

@x1
+ � � �+!nxn

@

@xn
; !1; : : : ; !n2Z

and the action of �(t)= exp(t!) is defined by �(t) �xk= t!kxk. We
will say that ! is the infinitesimal generator of �.
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where Gr�(O; �)=ff : t � f = t�f g. (�-homogeneous graduation).

The associated filtration is given by

Filtk(O; �)=
M
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Gr�(O; �)

We say that � is positive if O�Filt0(O; �):

Ex: x @
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+ y
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@y
is generates a positive 1-psg but x @
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− y

@

@y
don't (as xy2 has degree -1)
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k= �xk

Gr0

Gr�

We can extend this graduation to the ring of germs of differential
operators

�2Gr�(D; �)()�(t)��(t)−1= t��() [!;�]= ��

(equivalently, �2Gr�(D; �)()�(Gr�)�Gr�+�; 8�).
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Notice that an operator can have a negative degree even if the 1-
psg is positive.
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Gr0

!=2x
@

@x
+ y

@

@y

h(2; 1); (−1; 1)i=−1

Here �2Gr−1(D; �)

Alternative definition of unstability: The germ of � at p is unstable
if and only if there exists a positive one parameter group � such that

�2Gr>0(D; �)
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Remark: We can also say that the coordinates (x1; : : : ; xn) which
diagonalize � define in fact a maximal torus T inside Aut(O)

i.e. an action of (C?)n on O given by

(t1; : : : ; tn) �xk= tkxk; k=1; : : : ; n

The Lie algebra Lie(T) is generated by the C-span of

x1
@

@x1
; : : : ; xn

@

@xn

and it is obvious that ��T is a subgroup. Once this maximal torus
is chosen, the Newton polyhedron is simply obtained by considering
the graduation defined by the weights of T (�Zn).



In these coordinates, the one-parameter subgroup � (which witness
the unstability) is associated to a (rational) hyperplane separating
New(�) from the origin)
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We can assume @(m)�m. Then we have an unique Jordan decom-
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@= @S+ @N

If @S=/ 0 then there exists nonzerof 2 m̂ and �2C such that

@S(f)= �f ;

and therefore, for any (positive) one-parameter subgroup �,

@ 2/ Gr>0(D; �)

and this implies that 02New(@) for all choice of coordinates.
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will give a graduation such that @ 2Gr>0. Hence @ is unstable.
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Our result: We assume dim M=2.

Theorem of elimination of unstable points

Let M be a compact 2-manifold equipped with a nonzero linear
differential operator � of arbitrary order. Then, there exists a
finite sequence of weighted blowing-ups

(M;�; ;)= (M0;�0; E0) − � � �  − (Mn;�n; En)

such that Unst(�n) is empty.
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Basic idea: For each point p2Unst(�), look for a weighted filtration of the local
ring (O;m) which is best adapted to the germ of �.

Sketch of Kempf theory for reductive groups

G a reductive group (ex. GL(n), SL(n),PSL(n),(C?)n)

V a finite dimensional vector space equipped with an action GyV

C[V ]G is finitely generated and the locusUnst�V where all invariant
polynomials vanish is the unstable (or null) cone.

v 2Unst()G � v 3 0()91− psg �2G such that

lim
t!0

�(t) � v=0 (Hilbert-Mumford criteria)

()91− psg �2G such that v 2Gr>0(V ; �) (� steers v to 0)
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Question (Mumford-Tits) Assuming that v2Unstnf0g, is there a 1-psg

� which steers v to zero in the fastest possible way?

To measure the speed, we have to normalize.. v 2Grm(�)=) v 2Grkm(k�)

Denote by Γ(G)�G the set of 1-psg.

Def (Kempf): A norm on Γ(G) is a non-negative real function

�!k�k

such that

a) (G− invariance) k�gk= k�k for all �2Γ(G); g 2G

b) For any maximal torus T, k�k restricted to Γ(T ) is defined by an
integral-valued positive definite bilinear form: (�; �)= k�k2



Easy example: OnG=GL(n), the standard maximal torus isDiag(n;
C?). We set 

0BB@ tk1

�� �
tkn

1CCA
= k1

2+ � � �+ kn
2

q
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invariantunderW=Sn

and then we extend this inner product to all maximal tori through
the action of G (because W nΓ(T )�GnΓ(G)).

Unicity of (; ) (up to a constant) if the Weyl group is transitive.
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The speed of v with respect to � is defined by

s(v; �)=
max fk: v 2Gr>k(V ; �)g

k�k

How to determine the maximal possible speed max
�2Γ(G)

s(v; �) ?

By duality, we define a norm on the character group X(T) of each
maximal tori T�G. (recall that X(T) is a free abelian group of
dimension dim(T) - isomorphic to Zn), and we have a direct sum
decomposition

V =
M

�2X(T)
V�
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Given a vector v 2V , we write its weight decomposition v=
P

� v�
and define supp(v;T)= f�: v�=/ 0g, New(v;T)= conv(supp(v;T)).

New(v;T)

�

Convexity argument:
if �2New(v;T) is the nearest point then

max
�2Γ(T)

s(v; �)= k�k

and the 1-psg �= �/k�k2 (dual identification)
uniquely realizes this among all subgroups in T.

By the way . . .v is unstable if and only if there exists a maximal
torus T�G such that the nearest point �2New(v;T) satisfies

k�k> 0

i.e. 02/ New(v;T).
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Now we make T vary among all maximal tori of G. (Kempf)

1) The maximum of k�k exists (because V is finite dimensional)

2) (Parabolic unicity) If � 2 Γ(G) maximizes the speed for v
then all other 1-psg which maximize the speed are of the form

P (�) ��

where P (�)�G is the parabolic subgroup, defined by

P (�)=
n
g 2G: lim

t!0
�(t)g�(t)−1 exists

o
= fg 2G: g 2Gr>0(G; �)g

in other words, these are the group elements whose action in V
preserve the �-filtration.
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��

New(v;T) New(g � v;T)

��

g 2P (�)

same separating hyperplane

Simple exemple: G= SL(2) acting on V = 2-variable homogeneous
polynomials of degree m

The standard maximal torus is T=
n 

t 0

0 t�1

!
; t2C?

o
The graduated pieces are

Vk=Grk(V ;T)= fspan(xiyj): i− j= kg
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i

j

V−1

V1

V0= hxn/2yn/2i

i+ j=m

i

j
p= yrq

A polynomial p 2 V is unstable if and only if it has root r 2P1

(possibly at infinity) of multiplicity >m/2. There is at most
one!

In this case, a subgroup maximizing the speed is simply

�= gTg−1

where g 2SL(2) is any group element mapping r to 0.

PSL(2) is the automorphism group of P1.
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Back to the proof of the Theorem. . .

I will describe the proof in the case of order 0 operators (functions), since this
already illustrates some of the main steps.

Suppose that �= �f, for some f 2m.

Let G=Aut(O).

We would like to apply Kempf's method to G and find the speed
and the one-parameter group which is adapted to f ...

We start with the homogeneous filtration and refine. . .

For definiteness, fix some local coordinates (x; y) and let !0 be the
one-parameter sugroup obtained by exponentiating x @

@x
+ y

@

@y

Fact: The graduation
L

Grk(O; !0) obviously depends on !0, but the filtration
Filtk(O; !0) =Gr>k(O; !0) (homogeneous filtration) does not depend on any
choices.
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i+ j=m

!0

Consider the first touching line fhh; �i=mg (m is the multiplicity of f)

The h− initial part f is homogeneous polynomial f0 of degree m, which can be
seen as a section of the line bundle O(m)!P1.

The group G0=Gr0(G; h) is the subgroup of automorphisms wich preserves the

h-graduation. It �slides� the monomials along the thick red lines. It is easy to
see that G0 is isomorphic to SL(2).
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Since G0 is reductive, we can apply the usual GIT (to f0) and obtain a dichotomy:

1) Semi-stability on the slice: The Newton polygon of g � f0 contains 0 for all

g2G0 (=)stop and decree that the blowing-up filtration is defined by !0)

2) Unstability: By Kempf's theory, there exists a one-parameter subgroup
�0 = exp(�0) 2 G0 which maximizes the speed of f0. (=)apply the hinge
method to refine)
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The filtration is intrinsic due to the parabolic uniqueness of �0.
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!1

Let f1 be the !1-homogeneous initial form of f , and define

G1=Gr0(G;!1)

New phenomena: G1 is a central extension of the automorphism group of the

weighted projective line P1(!1).
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It is easy to list the possibilities: writing the weights of !1 as (p; q)

1) k= q/p=1. Then G1=SL(2) (reductive)

2) k2/N. Then G1=(C?)2|||||||||||{z}}}}}}}}}}}
2-torus

(reductive)

3) k2N>2. Then G1=(C?)2|||||||||||{z}}}}}}}}}}}
2-torus

n C||{z}}
additive group

, with unipotent part fy! y+�xkg
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Fortunately, in this case the unipotent part is very simple and we can circonvent

the difficulties by hand (or using Weitzenböck's theorem)

Claim: The same dichotomy of the reductive case holds

1) Semi-stabilityontheslice: The Newton polygon of g � f1 contains 0 for all g2G1 (=)stop and decree that
the blowing-up filtration is defined by !1)

2) Unstability: There exists a one-parameter subgroup �22G1 which maximizes the speed of f1. (=)apply the
hinge method torefine)
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Passage to the limit situation

We proceed until a semi-stable situation on the slice is achieved.

Notice that the semi-stability can be achieved by passage to the limit.

Theorem. Suppose that two different positive one-parameter pos-
itive subgroups !;! 0 in G provide a semi-stable situation on a slice
for a same functionf . Then, they define the same filtration of O.



action ofAut(P1(!))
!

)
speed

Define speed(f ;G)= maxk ff 2Gr>k(O; !)g
k!k

Claim:

The speed strictly decreases after a blowing-up with weight !.
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resolution of 3-dim vector fields and in the recent paper of Marzo-
Mcquillan of fully fuctorial resolution for varieties.



This strategy is different from the one used in my 2007 paper on
resolution of 3-dim vector fields and in the recent paper of Marzo-
Mcquillan of fully fuctorial resolution for varieties.

In both cases: We look for a weighted filtration of the local ring (O;m) which
is best adapted to the singular germ.
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Inert(f0) defines a foliation. The leaf through zero is a liner subspace (directrix
of ) and its codimension gives the number of useful variables (t-invariant of
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f0

+m�+1

We compute the inert Lie algebra of the initial homogeneous part

Inert(f0)= f@ 2Der(O): @(f0)= 0g=O
�
@
@x
− @
@y

�

Inert(f0) defines a foliation. The leaf through zero is a liner subspace (directrix
of ) and its codimension gives the number of useful variables (t-invariant of
Abhyankar).

Make the coord. change

x!x; y+x! y

to obtain f(x; y)= y�+m�+1 meaning that
the coordinate y has a larger weight the
remaining coordinates.

refinement step
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Example 1: For a function germ f(x; y)=xkyl

k+ l= �

M-M approach: The initial homogeneous form
xkyl is not expressible with a single variable
upon the action of G=Aut(R)
Therefore, the adapted filtration is the
homogeneous one.

New approach: The euclidean metric on Z2

can be extended to a G-invariant metric
on the monomials, and the nearest
point �=(k; l) cannot be
pushed farther by the action of G. Therefore,
the adapted weight (in these coords) is

!=

�
k

k2+ l2
;

l

k2+ l2

�!

�=(k; l)
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Example 2: For higher order perturbations f(x; y)=xkyl+m�+1

k+ l= �

M-M approach: Same thing

�=(k; l)

New approach: It depends on higher order terms.
Does this region contains points
which cannot be �pushed away� under the
G-action?

�
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Higher dimensional case:

It is not even clear to me that the speed is an upper-semicontinuous
invariant . . .

New difficulties are linked to the fact that the group which acts
is not reductive (we cannot apply the existing apparatus of the
Geometric Invariant Theory).

There are very recent contributions to the subject (Kirwan, Doran,
Berczi, Hawes) - Non-reductive GIT

But (as far as I understood...) their construction of a non-reductive
quotient depends on a choice of a one-parameter subgroup

(basically, write the Levi decomposition G=RnU , R reductive and
U unipotent, and choose a 1-psg on the center of R such that all
elements of U are positive graduated . . . )
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What to do with these final models?

In some cases, one can develop a normal form theory

à la Poincaré-Dulac

Suppose that �(mk)�mk for all k. Then, � determines a sequence
of C-linear endomorphisms on jet-spaces

�(k): Jk! Jk

where Jk=O/mk+1. In this case, we can also consider the Jordan
decomposition �=�S+�N (as an C-linear endomorphism of O).

� semi-stable=)� has a nonzero component �02Gr0

It is always nice to have a non-zero semi-simple part.
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� semi-stable=)�S=/ 0

Theorem: � semi-stable)�S=/ 0 if

1) order(�)6 1 or

2) dim(M)6 2 and order(�)6 2

The order-three differential operator

�= f − 2eh+2e− 4e3
0BBBB@whereh=x

@

@x
− y

@

@y
; f = x

@

@y
; g= y

@
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basisof sl(2)

1CCCCA

is semi-stable but with vanishing semi-simple part (i.e. �S=0).


